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ABSTRACT
Consumer cloud storage (CCS) services have become popular among
users for storing and synchronizing files via apps installed on their
devices. A single CCS, however, has intrinsic limitations on net-
working performance, service reliability, and data security. To over-
come these limitations, we present UniDrive, a CCS app that syner-
gizes multiple CCSs (multi-cloud) by using only few simple public
RESTful Web APIs. UniDrive follows a server-less, client-centric
design, in which synchronization logic is purely implemented at
client devices and all communication is conveyed through file up-
load and download operations. Strong consistency of the meta-
data is guaranteed via a quorum-based distributed mutual-exclusive
lock mechanism. UniDrive improves reliability and security by
judiciously distributing erasure coded files across multiple CCSs.
To boost networking performance, UniDrive leverages all avail-
able clouds to maximize parallel transfer opportunities, but the key
insight behind is the concept of data block over-provisioning and
dynamic scheduling. This suite of techniques masks the diver-
sified and varying network conditions of the underlying clouds,
and exploits more the faster clouds via a simple yet effective in-
channel probing scheme. Extensive experimental results on the
global Amazon EC2 platform and a real-world trial by 272 users
confirmed significantly superior and consistent sync performance
of UniDrive over any single CCS.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.8 [Performance]: Measurements; C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]:
Distributed applications
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consumer cloud storage (CCS) services like Dropbox and Google

Drive provide a convenient way for users to store and sync files
across their multiple devices. With CCS apps installed on user’s de-
vices, local file updates are monitored and automatically synchro-
nized with the cloud service which propagates the updates to all
user’s devices. This is considered to be a great advance compared
to conventional file hosting services like RapidShare and Megau-
pload (shut down in 2012) with storage only. As a result, we have
witnessed a rapid adoption of this new generation of cloud storage
services in recent years. For example, Dropbox has gained 300 mil-
lion users by May 2014 [47]. An increasing number of companies
(e.g., Microsoft, Google, Baidu), are also speeding up their CCS
offerings.

Despite the conveniences provided by the CCS, our online user
survey (with 594 participants) and active measurements (over 13
globally distributed PlanetLab nodes) reveal multiple user concerns
and performance issues for any single CCS.

Performance. Our measurement results show that the upload and
download performance of a CCS vary drastically in both spatial and
temporal dimensions due to fluctuating and dynamic network con-
ditions. For instance, as we measured in Dec. 2013, the average
time Dropbox takes to upload an 8 MB file in Los Angeles can be
up to 2.76 times that in Princeton; and even at the same location
(e.g., Princeton), the difference between the max and min upload
duration within the same day can be as large as 17 times. Our
user survey results also reveal that users have common concerns
(reported by 69.62% of survey participants) about the sync perfor-
mance and the unpredictability of sync time for the CCSs they use.

Reliability. A service may experience temporal outages [48] or
spatial outages (i.e., it is available in some regions but not in oth-
ers). For example, Dropbox and Google Drive are blocked by the
Great Firewall in China. Users who live in or travel to such a region
will suffer from spatial outages.

Security and Vendor Lock-in. CCSs have full access to user data.
Thus, user data is at risk when the CCS is attacked, or when au-
thorities require the CCS provider to expose their data. When users
invest heavily in placing their data into a single CCS, they become
locked-in to that particular CCS. The more data they store, the more
difficult it is to switch to another CCS, even if more favorable CCSs
are available.

There are works [5,9] that help enterprises to move their storage
from single to multi-cloud to get better reliability, higher security,
and avoid vendor lock-in. This is achieved with a proxy system



that stripes data with redundancy to multiple enterprise cloud stor-
age (ECS) services (such as Amazon S3 and Windows Azure Stor-
age), while providing the same GET/PUT interfaces as the under-
lying clouds. Since multiple CCSs are readily available (Dropbox,
OneDrive, and Google Drive, etc.) and over 70% of CCS users
already own multiple CCS accounts according to our survey, we
wonder if such multi-cloud approach is also viable in the field of
consumer cloud storage. However, CCS is very different from ECS
for the provision of automatic multi-device synchronization rather
than simple GET/PUT interfaces, which requires far more compli-
cated coordination between client apps and cloud services. Further,
existing CCSs do not provide a public execution environment, nor
can they directly communicate with each other. Unlike their native
client apps that use private APIs for advanced control and efficient
data transfer, third-party applications can use only few simple pub-
lic RESTful Web APIs sufficient for simple file access to existing
user accounts. Therefore, the first question we ask is: can we re-
alize a CCS app in the multi-cloud while avoiding the reliability,
security, and vendor lock-in issues of a single CCS?

Existing multi-cloud solutions cannot well address the perfor-
mance issue, their networking performance is degraded by the slower
clouds, thus they can only achieve a medium level of performance
compared to the underlying clouds (i.e., unable to outperform the
fastest cloud) [9]. However, our measurement result shows that
the network bandwidth of different CCSs is diverse, highly fluctu-
ating, and difficult to predict in both spatial and temporal dimen-
sions, and the performance disparity among CCSs (up to 60 times
for average upload speed of different clouds) is much worse than
that among ECSs [25], thus traditional multi-cloud approaches are
deemed to suffer severe performance degradation for CCS. This
challenge leads to our second question: can we overcome the limi-
tation of multi-cloud and achieve superior networking performance?

We provide affirmative answers through the design and imple-
mentation of UniDrive, a CCS app that synergizes multiple CCSs
into a multi-cloud with better sync performance, reliability, and se-
curity. We follow a server-less, client-centric system design to ad-
dress the first challenge. UniDrive introduces no additional server,
and assumes only the minimum set of public data access Web APIs
from CCS providers. All message exchanges are performed via file
upload and download between client and the clouds. In UniDrive,
files are used in three different ways: metadata carrier, synchroniza-
tion signal, and normal data file. To realize efficient file synchro-
nization in a distributed way, we store all the metadata — the file
hierarchy image, the mapping between local files and their coun-
terparts in cloud, etc. — into a file. With the metadata, the ex-
act sync folder structure and pointers to actual data content in the
multi-cloud can always be restored. The metadata file is replicated
to all clouds and is sync’ed to all clients. Strong consistency of the
metadata file (hence all content data) is achieved through a quorum-
based distributed locking protocol, in which empty flag files are
used to implement a mutual exclusive lock.

To address the second challenge, we employ content-based seg-
mentation [33] to divide files into segments that are further divided
into blocks and apply erasure coding [27,36]. This not only enables
fine-grained control of block distribution into multiple CCSs for
better reliability and security, but also limits the impact of file edit-
ing and hence reduces network traffic in the synchronization. To
overcome the performance limitation in traditional multi-cloud ap-
proach and boost networking performance, UniDrive always uses
all available clouds and maximizes parallel transfer opportunities.
This is achieved via data block over-provisioning and dynamic schedul-
ing techniques that mask the diversified and varying network con-
ditions of the underlying clouds. More data blocks are scheduled

to faster clouds so that the network utilization of a cloud is in pro-
portion to its networking performance. With a simple yet effec-
tive in-channel probing scheme that determines the performance of
clouds in a timely manner, UniDrive is able to benefits more from
the faster clouds while avoiding being degraded by slower clouds.

We have implemented UniDrive as an app on the Windows plat-
form [3], and thoroughly evaluated its performance (upload and
download speed, sync time) and system overhead. We deployed
UniDrive on Amazon EC2 instances distributed in 7 different data
centers in 6 countries across 5 continents, and constructed a multi-
cloud using five popular CCSs (Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive,
BaiduPCS and DBank from Huawei). We compare UniDrive against
their native apps and two baseline multi-cloud designs. Experimen-
tal results show that UniDrive achieves superior and stable sync
performance, as well as enhanced reliability and security, across all
locations: the average speed improvement is about 2.64× for up-
load, 1.49× for download, and 1.33× for synchronization over the
best of the five CCSs. It incurs about 1% sync overhead, which is
similar to other CCSs. We also studied the performance of UniDrive
“in the wild”. The real-world usage data from 272 pilot users
worldwide confirmed that UniDrive delivered fast and consistent
access experiences all the time.

UniDrive uses the available quotas of a user’s multiple CCS ac-
counts, free or paid, at no extra cost as CCSs do not charge for
bandwidth (even though the storage quota may be charged). Fur-
ther, our design leads to more effective use of existing quotas. For
instance, assuming a user has 100 GB on three vendors, respec-
tively, under the requirement of tolerating unavailability of one
vendor, UniDrive provides 200 GB of storage space while a con-
ventional replication-based scheme would provide at most 150 GB.

This paper makes two key contributions. First, it demonstrates
that it is possible yet non-trivial to use simple RESTful Web APIs
to build a more reliable and secure CCS app in the multi-cloud.
Second, it is the first to address the performance issue in multi-
cloud and boost networking performance via the proposed data
block over-provisioning and dynamic scheduling techniques.

2. RELATED WORK
Many storage systems have been built using public cloud ser-

vices. For example, [15,30] exploited rented virtual machines (VMs),
while backup [44], file [45] and database [11] systems have been
built using public cloud storage services (e.g., Amazon S3 or Win-
dows Azure Storage). Some systems improve integrity and security
via auditing and encryption [31,39,42]. However, these systems are
within the domain of a single cloud and suffer from reliability and
vendor lock-in issues. UniDrive instead focuses on the use of mul-
tiple CCSs to overcome the issues associated with using a single
cloud provider.

We are not the first to propose combining multiple cloud ser-
vices. Recent work has proposed to improve data availability and
security by striping data across multiple service providers with re-
dundancy [10, 22, 23]. Other systems further optimize striping to
minimize monetary cost in terms of bandwidth and storage [35],
switching provider [5], or repairing lost data [21]. By using the
multi-cloud, DepSky [9] and ICStore [12] share a similar goal of
building a dependable client-centric storage system, and MetaSync [18]
realizes secure and reliable file synchronization. However, Dep-
sky requires global clock synchronization among clients and in-
curs an extra lock/release process in each write operation, while
MetaSync relies on a specific API called append-only list to im-
plement the synchronization barrier. Basescu et al. [7] address
this limitation by proposing a wait-free algorithm which supports
concurrent multi-writer. In contrast, UniDrive supports concurrent
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Figure 1: Average upload/download time for an 8 MB file, to/from different CCSs on 13 PlanetLab nodes.

updates to the same file without explicit coordination using im-
mutable data blocks and conflict detection, and provides efficient
multi-device file synchronization with basic file access APIs from
CCSs. Further, UniDrive improves the networking performance
by its data block over-provisioning and dynamic scheduling tech-
niques, which we believe are UniDrive’s novel and unique contri-
butions.

Previous work on distributed file systems (DFSs) [38,43,50] pro-
vides many inspiring techniques to the UniDrive design. Examples
include content-based segmentation [33] to minimize update traf-
fic, and splitting metadata [40] to reduce sync overhead. While
many DFSs [6, 24, 34] share a similar server-less client-centric de-
sign, UniDrive differs from them in that the storage clouds it in-
corporates are ‘non-cooperative’ — they cannot communicate with
each other, nor do they provide an execution environment such as
a VM. UniDrive also does not assume direct communication be-
tween clients. In contrast, DFSs usually assume autonomous par-
ticipating nodes that can execute programs customized for the ser-
vice [16, 49].

Besides building a Dropbox-like elastic file synchronization ser-
vice [29] involving both cloud servers and desktop clients, there are
also works based on the native client app of existing CCS to reduce
its network traffic via bundling frequent short data updates [26], or
to prevent data corruption and inconsistency with customized local
file system [51]. Instead of developing proprietary cloud services
or enhancing existing native CCS client apps [28], UniDrive uti-
lizes public Web APIs to synergize multiple CCSs, and provides
higher reliability, security, and better networking performance in
the multi-cloud.

3. UNDERSTANDING CCS
As a motivation to this work, we conducted an online user survey

regarding the usage of consumer cloud storage services in Dec. 2013.
We also performed in-depth measurement study on the performance
of five representative CCSs. Unlike previous measurement work on
the performance [13, 20], architecture design [46], application pro-
tocol [14], and security issues [32] using native CCS apps, we have
focused on the network characteristics of their Web APIs that are
essential for synergizing multiple cloud storage services, as a third-
party application.

3.1 User Perceptions: A Survey Study
A total number of 594 valid questionnaires are collected world-

wide (mainly China and U.S.), with 68.35% from students and pro-
fessors in colleges, and the rest from IT and information workers.
The questionnaires consist of multiple-choice questions1. We sum-

1http://www.sojump.com/jq/3036565.aspx

marize major findings below.
Basic Statistics: First of all, CCS indeed sees great penetration.
Around 80% of all participants (474 users) use CCSs, and over 70%
of them (347, with reference to all the 474 CCS users, same here-
after) own multiple CCS accounts, mainly propelled by the sharing
needs. Second, the main criterion that users choose or switch to a
particular CCS is that it is free (63.08% of users), followed by large
storage space (42.41%) and fast upload/download speed (33.97%).
Third, the top three functions of CCSs are file backup (used by
86.71% of users), file sharing (47.26%) and multi-device synchro-
nization (44.3%).
Major Concerns: The top three concerns are the slow upload/download
speed (69.62%), limitation on the file size and quota (41.56%), ser-
vice unavailability (31.43%), respectively. Somewhat surprisingly,
the top three reasons if a user would pay for a cloud storage ser-
vice are higher security (58.08%), better performance (54.13%),
and more storage space (33%). Significant portion (60.55%) of sur-
veyors expressed the concern of vendor lock-in threat when asked
what if ultra-large space (e.g., 1 TB) is provided for free.

3.2 Performance: A Measurement Study
Measurement Methodology: We selected top five representa-
tive CCSs worldwide, three from U.S. (Dropbox, OneDrive, and
Google Drive) and two from China (BaiduPCS and DBank from
Huawei). They are all among the most popular CCSs and provide
open RESTful Web APIs. We implemented a client software that
is able to upload/download files to/from all these five CCSs using
their own Web APIs. To gain a comprehensive view of their perfor-
mance over time and across locations, we periodically (every half
an hour) measured their performance for over one month from 13
geographically distributed PlanetLab nodes in 10 countries across
5 continents. In each experiment, we upload or download a file
with known size to or from the five CCSs back to back to ensure
fair network conditions. We repeat the experiments using different
file sizes (0/0.5/1/2/4/8 MB). Although there may exist background
traffic or bandwidth restrictions on PlanetLab, we believe the re-
sults still statistically reflect the performance variations from end
users’ viewpoint, since the performance varies dramatically from
every node to all CCSs. Our evaluation on Amazon EC2 in Sec-
tion 7.2 confirms our observation.
Networking Performance – Spatial Dimension: Figure 1 shows
the average (over one month), min and max time (plotted in log
scale) for uploading or downloading an 8 MB file to the five CCSs
from geographically distributed PlanetLab nodes. Similar obser-
vations can be made for other file sizes, and are omitted for sake
of space. From the figure, we observe that, firstly, the upload and
download performance of any CCS vary significantly across dif-
ferent locations. For instance, Dropbox takes 2.76 times longer
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Figure 2: Impact of different file sizes on
the throughput, on Princeton node.
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over a month, on Princeton node.
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Figure 4: Impact of different file sizes on
the failure rate, on Princeton node.

to upload an 8 MB file on Los Angeles node than on Princeton
node. Secondly, there is no always winner across different loca-
tions. Some CCSs outperform others at certain locations but un-
derperform at others. For example, the upload time (8 MB file) of
Dropbox is only half that of OneDrive on Princeton node, whereas
their roles reverse on Beijing node. Thirdly, the upload and down-
load performance are weakly correlated. The correlation between
the two subfigures is about 0.41. That is, clouds with fast upload
speed are likely to have fast download speed as well. Finally, higher
throughput is achieved as file size increases for both upload and
download, as shown in Figure 2. However, the increase tends to
diminish when the file size is larger than 4 MB.

Cloud data center locations are of great importance to consumer
cloud storage services, involving both policy and performance im-
plications. In our measurement, we observed a total of 554 unique
IP addresses from pinging service names of different clouds. We
found that Dropbox hosts its Web APIs on two Amazon data cen-
ters in USA, while BaiduPCS and DBank utilize geo-distributed
servers for their API services. In contrast, OneDrive and Google
Drive use globally distributed data centers and Edge POPs [17], re-
spectively, to serve API requests near end users. Besides different
API protocol designs, their different data center locations and serve
strategies result in the performance disparity of different CCSs at
different locations.
Networking Performance – Temporal Dimension: Figure 3
shows the upload time of the three U.S. CCSs (we omit the similar
results for the other two China CCSs for clarity) for an 8 MB file on
Princeton node in one month. We can easily observe that the fluctu-
ation is indeed high without predictable pattern (e.g., the difference
between the max and min upload time of Dropbox within the same
day can be up to 17 times). But one interesting finding is that the
performance variations of different CCSs are largely independent
with no obvious pattern along the time. These results indicate that
the temporal variation in performance is not resulted from the last
mile, but caused by network fluctuations across Internet paths and
clouds.
Service Availability: In addition to service outages [48], there
exist frequent transient accessibility issues: not every Web API
request is always successful. We collected the statistics of suc-
cess rate of all Web API requests in our experiments. We found
that when accessing U.S. CCSs from PlanetLab nodes in U.S. or
Canada, the success rate is around 99%, whereas the rate drops to
around 90% from nodes in China. Accessing BaiduPCS from all
but one nodes typically sees about 95% success rate, whereas that
of accessing DBank sees much larger fluctuation. There is no report
of severe service outages during the period of our experiments, thus
the access failures are likely caused by transient network or server
failures.

We studied the transient failure behavior of the three U.S. CCSs.
We found that: 1) their failures have negative correlation, as shown
in Table 1. This means that different CCSs rarely experience out-

Table 1: Correlation between failed Web API requests among
three U.S. CCSs. Italic numbers correspond to the download
case

Upload/Download Dropbox OneDrive Google Drive
Dropbox – -0.5064 -0.4601
OneDrive -0.1161 – -0.5326

Google Drive -0.9714 -0.123 –

ages at the same time; statistically, it is expected that while some
clouds are experiencing issues, others might be working normally.
2) Larger files are more likely to experience transmission failures,
as shown in Figure 4, which plots the percentage of different file
sizes among all the failed cases. We can see that when the file size
is less than 2 MB, there is no obvious increase in failure rate.

4. UniDrive: DESIGN OVERVIEW
The user survey and measurement results indicate that using a

single CCS has potential issues in performance, reliability, secu-
rity, and vendor lock-in. In this paper, we hope to overcome these
intrinsic problems of single CCS through the design of UniDrive
that synergizes multiple CCSs (multi-cloud for short) with a suite
of techniques to boost networking performance.
Challenges: To realize efficient file synchronization in multi-
cloud, there are two major challenges. Firstly, unlike previous sys-
tems that rely on running processes on server [4, 30] or communi-
cation between servers [8, 19], existing CCSs do not provide any
execution environment, nor direct communication capabilities to
other CCSs. Worse even, different from a native CCS app that may
use private, possibly stateful, APIs to run complex control logic
and efficient file transfer, we can use only the few public REST-
ful (i.e., stateless) APIs (i.e., file upload, download; directory
create, list; and delete) that are solely for data access.
Such constraints make it a challenging task to effectively sync files
across devices and multiple CCSs and to ensure consistency among
them. Secondly, network conditions and accessibilities to different
CCSs are fluctuating across locations and along time, and are hard
to predict. The presence of slow clouds can severely degrade the
networking performance of the multi-cloud systems, making them
unable to outperform the underlying fastest cloud [9]. Thus, how
to accommodate such diversities and achieve superior performance
than any single cloud becomes another challenge.
Solution Idea: Given aforementioned challenges, our basic so-
lution idea is to go after a server-less, client-centric design that
distributes the coordination tasks to users’ devices, and rely on the
basic file upload/download operation to convey messages for lock-
ing and notification in multi-cloud multi-device synchronization.
No additional server beyond those servers that are part of the cloud
storage provider system are involved. To boost performance, we
may stripe user data into smaller blocks, perform erasure coding
to add redundancy, then carefully schedule the distribution of these
blocks to the multi-cloud to fulfill reliability and security require-
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Figure 5: Overall architecture of UniDrive.

ments, e.g. being able to recover user data during outages of a frac-
tion of clouds, and ensuring no single provider can have user data in
integrity. Networking performance can be improved through paral-
lel transferring to multi-cloud and exploring faster clouds.
Architectural Overview: Figure 5 depicts the overall architec-
ture of UniDrive. As typical CCS apps do, UniDrive employs a
local sync folder and exposes normal folder view to the user so that
the user will not be aware of the complexity of managing multiple
clouds.

Under such server-lesss, client-centric architecture, center to UniDrive
is the metadata design. Different from existing multi-cloud systems
(such as DepSky [9] and MetaSync [18]) that maintain an individ-
ual metadata file for each file/directory entry, we instead adopt a
single metadata file – SyncFolderImage that captures all the meta-
data: the image of file hierarchy, the mapping between local files
and their counterparts in multi-cloud, etc. With SyncFolderImage,
clients can recover the exact sync folder. This design eliminates
the maintenance of massive tiny metadata files and thus drastically
reduces the metadata overhead in the multi-cloud multi-device syn-
chronization.2 Metadata is DES encrypted and replicated to all
clouds and is sync’ed to all clients. Comparing local and sync’ed
versions of SyncFolderImage, the clients can autonomously take
proper actions to reach a sync’ed state. Function-wise, UniDrive
consists of the following three high-level modules:

Interfaces: UniDrive assumes the minimum set of RESTful data
access Web APIs to ensure the ability of integrating any potential
CCSs. The cloud interface abstracts these basic functionalities, so
as to hide the disparities in the APIs of different clouds and ensures
the extensibility of UniDrive. When a new cloud is to be added,
the developer only needs to implement this interface. The local
file system interface monitors file system changes arisen from local
editing and also commits file updates (write, delete, etc.) from the
cloud.

Control plane: Control plane modules are responsible for the
replication of SyncFolderImage to all the clouds and clients. Strong
consistency (via MetadataSync) of metadata in the multi-cloud is
achieved by implementing a quorum-based distributed mutual-exclusive
lock mechanism. We use an empty file to serve as the lock signal.
To reduce the overhead in MetadataSync, we design a Delta-sync
mechanism where a log-structured file is adopted to accumulate in-
cremental changes to the SyncFolderImage.

Data plane: Data plane modules handle all the tasks of data
transfer, including file segmentation and assembling, encryption

2Transferring a large number of tiny files consumes much more
network traffic and time than that of a single file with the same
amount of data, e.g., about 1.89 MB traffic to upload 1024 files
each of 100 bytes to Dropbox, while that for a single 100 KB file is
only 102 KB.
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Figure 6: Illustration of SyncFolderImage content structure.
The hierarchy in the shaded box reflects the actual file hierar-
chy of the local sync folder in user’s view.

and decryption of metadata, scheduling and actual transfer of data
blocks. Reliability and security are enhanced through scheduling
different numbers of data blocks to physically separated multiple
clouds. Eventual consistency across devices and the multi-cloud is
guaranteed through file synchronization, i.e., user files in different
devices and data stored in the multi-cloud will eventually reach a
consistent state. Sync speed is improved by 1) maximizing par-
allel transfer opportunities, which is achieved via erasure coding
and the two-phase (availability-first and reliability-second) trans-
ferring strategy, and 2) exploiting more the faster clouds by over-
provisioning and dynamic scheduling (i.e., transferring more parity
blocks to faster clouds than its fair share) via an in-channel probing
scheme.

5. CONTROL PLANE DESIGN
In this section, we present the data model and the synchroniza-

tion protocol to achieve metadata synchronization with limited Web
APIs.

5.1 Data Model
In UniDrive, there are two types of data, namely content data and

metadata. The content data are the actual file content. It may be
divided into multiple segments, each segment is further chunked
into fixed-sized data blocks (or blocks for short). In UniDrive, a
block is the basic unit for file transfer and also the data storage in
the cloud. The block is immutable once created.

The metadata captures the status of the sync folder and all the
updates occurred to it. It consists of three parts: a SyncFolderIm-
age, a segment pool and a ChangedFileList. SyncFolderImage (or
image for short) maintains the file system hierarchy of the local
sync folder and all its files. For each file in the sync folder, an entry
exists in the image, containing the snapshots of the corresponding
file. Each snapshot summarizes all the metadata of a file, includ-
ing its full path, timestamp, file size, segment count and a list of
segment IDs referring to concrete segments in the segment pool, as
shown in Figure 6.

In UniDrive, a segment is identified by the hash of its content
and represented as a list of blocks <Block-ID, Cloud-ID>, where
Block-ID is its sequence number in the scope of the segment (the
actual filename of a block is thus the segment ID concatenated with
its sequence number), Cloud-ID denotes on which cloud the block
is stored. It mandates to upload data blocks before updating the
metadata, and is set asynchronously via callback. ChangedFileList
records all the changes performed in the local sync folder, such
as adding, editing, or deleting files or folders, etc., since the last
synchronization. These records enable UniDrive to aggregate and
commit series of changes to the image at once. ChangedFileList
will be cleared after each successful synchronization.



5.2 Metadata Synchronization
The separation of content data from metadata enables asynchronous

update of them. In UniDrive, data blocks are uploaded freely (e.g.,
upon created) and multiple devices can upload their data blocks
concurrently. The file consistency is ensured through the consis-
tency of metadata. Such a design allows maximum efficiency as
transferring of data blocks usually takes most of the sync time.

There exist two types of metadata updates, namely local update
and cloud update. A local update is generated locally, due to file ed-
its in local sync folder, and to be propagated to the cloud and then
to other devices. It is signaled by a non-empty ChangedFileList.
The cloud update is the pending update (from other devices) a de-
vice needs to sync up with. It occurs when a device committed its
local update to the multi-cloud, and is signaled by a newer version
of metadata in the clouds. It is periodically checked at a time inter-
val τ . To reduce the overhead of checking cloud update, we use a
small version file that contains only a device name and timestamp.
There is no need of global clock synchronization. As long as the
version file is different from the local one, a client can conclude a
pending cloud update.

Algorithm 1 Metadata synchronization.

Input:
Multi-cloud: C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn}
Original metadata: vo
ChangedFileList: ε

Output:
Strong consistency of metadata across devices and multi-cloud

1: function SYNCMETADATA

2: if check_local_update(ε) then
3: local metadata vl ← apply_local_update(vu, ε)
4: acquire_lock(C)
5: if check_cloud_update(C) then
6: cloud metadata vc ← download_metadata(C)
7: updated metadata vu ← merge(vo, vl, vc)
8: upload_metadata(vu, C)
9: vo ← vu

10: else
11: upload_metadata(vl, C)
12: vo ← vl
13: end if
14: release_lock()
15: else if check_cloud_update(C) then
16: cloud metadata vc ← download_metadata(C)
17: apply_cloud_update(vo, vc)
18: vo ← vc
19: end if
20: end function

Algorithm 1 outlines the logic of metadata sync of UniDrive. To
commit a local update, a client must first acquire the lock (line 4),
make the metadata up-to-date by downloading and merging with
cloud update if it exists (line 6-7), and then commit the latest meta-
data (line 8, 11). Normally, it can sync up cloud updates lazily e.g.,
periodically, and merge to local metadata (line 17). Two cases need
special handling, namely concurrent local updates from multiple
devices and conflicting local and cloud updates. We elaborate our
design as below.
Handling Concurrent Local Updates: To ensure the consistency
of metadata, all attempts from different devices to commit local
updates to the multi-cloud have to be serialized. This is achieved
by using a mutual-exclusive lock mechanism. We have designed
a quorum-based distributed locking protocol on top of multiple
CCSs, which only involves a special lock file with empty content.

Concretely, the protocol works as follows: firstly, the attempting
device d generates a lock file with name lock_d_t (t denotes the

local timestamp on d when locking) to identify itself, and uploads
the lock file to a specific lock directory across all the clouds.3 Sec-
ondly, d calls list on each cloud to list all files stored in the lock
directory, and is considered to acquire the lock of a cloud if there
exists only its own lock file on that cloud. To handle the potential
contention (due to different network latency), quorum number of
locks needs to be acquired, i.e., succeed in locking down majority
of clouds. Only in this case, it can proceed to upload the metadata
(after ensuring metadata is up-to-date). Attempts failed to acquire
enough locks are treated as failures, then d needs to withdraw its
own request by deleting its lock files from all the clouds, and exe-
cutes a random backoff – waiting for a random time before trying
to acquire the metadata lock again. A device releases the lock after
finishing updates by deleting all its lock files from all the clouds.

The locking protocol does not requires a cloud to guarantee se-
quential concsistency for file operations, but only assumes the com-
monly provided read-after-write consistency, i.e., after uploading a
file to the cloud, the file can be listed and read. When a client
list and sees file A, then all subsequent lists from any clients
will also contain file A. Hence, once a client acquires the lock of
a cloud, all other clients will see its lock file and deem that cloud
is blocked. Furthermore, a lock-breaking mechanism, with no re-
quirement on global clock synchronization among clients, is de-
vised to tolerate potential faulty clients. After acquiring the lock,
the client is required to periodically refresh its lock files to prevent
them from being obsolete, i.e., seen by other clients over a time
threshold�T such as 120 seconds. Failed to do so will prevent the
client from continuing the metadata update process, its lock will be
revoked since other clients will check (by recording the first time it
sees each lock file) and delete those obsolete lock files after calling
the list. This will ensure that other devices will be able to make
process when a device crashes while holding the lock, and that the
crashed device will no longer hold the lock when it recovered after
a long delay (i.e.,�T ).
Conflicting Local and Cloud Updates: When both the local up-
date and the cloud update exist, conflicts may happen. Inspired
by the resolution policies in SVN and GIT, we propose a practi-
cal conflict detection and resolution mechanism. Specifically, we
first record the original metadata vo, and handle ChangedFileList
to obtain the latest metadata vl. We then download the cloud meta-
data vc and try to merge vl and vc. We proceed to detect poten-
tial conflicts. To this end, we de-serialize vc and perform a tree-
comparison against vo, and obtain their difference ΔC. We further
obtain the difference ΔL between vl and vo in a similar way. We
compare ΔC and ΔL. For entries without coincidental updates,
we directly merge vl and vc to obtain up-to-date metadata vu by
applying ΔC to vl or equivalently ΔL to vc. For entries do have
both local and cloud updates, we retain both updates in the merged
metadata vu, and prompt the user of the conflict. The user can re-
solve the conflict later. Note that file content data corresponding to
conflict entries are also retained to facilitate future conflict resolu-
tion.
Delta-sync for Efficiency: The gross metadata file grows linearly
with the number of files, and can become large when there are many
files in the sync folder. To avoid repeated transferring of unchanged
part of the whole metadata, we adopt the metadata design princi-
ple of HDFS [40] and divide the metadata into a base file and a
delta file. The base file is the snapshot of the metadata at a specific
time, and the delta file records all the updates since then with a log

3Using the special lock directory instead of an existing one that
may contain many data files is to ensure small traffic when listing.
The lock directory contains at most the same number of files as that
of devices.



structure [37]: updates are always appended to the delta file. Nor-
mally, only delta is transferred to the cloud. The size of delta file
grows with time. When its size reaches a threshold λ (e.g., 0.25
of the total base file size or 10 KB), it is merged with the base (by
client who acquires the lock) to restore the up-to-date metadata and
form a new base. The new base file will be transferred to cloud
and sync’ed to other devices later on. Meanwhile, the delta file is
cleared.

6. DATA PLANE DESIGN
Data plane handles data block generation, scheduling, and trans-

ferring. It seeks to improve sync performance by minimizing the
traffic, maximizing parallel transferring opportunities, and explor-
ing faster clouds.

6.1 Segment and Block Generation
Content-based File Segmentation: In UniDrive, to minimize
data traffic, we adopt the content-based segmentation method [33]
to divide a file into segment(s), which are indexed by the SHA-1
hash of all their content. This ensures that segments with same
content, even from different files, will have the same file name.
Thus, effective content deduplication, and hence the suppression
of redundant transmissions, are enabled. Deduplication is achieved
via reference counting [41]. Recall that we keep both versions of
conflicting files who partially share the same content, thus dedu-
plication is especially helpful in reducing the storage and network
traffic. Content-based segmentation will result in segments of vary-
ing sizes. Considering the impact of file size on transfer efficiency,
we constrain the size of final segments to a range, say (0.5θ, 1.5θ),
where θ is a tunable parameter. This is achieved by merging small
neighboring segments or splitting large segments.
Data Block Generation: Packet-based coding schemes are typi-
cally used in file transfer over the Internet. It simplifies the schedul-
ing task especially when there are multiple paths/connections be-
tween the two transferring entities. In UniDrive, we follow these
practices and generate (parity) data blocks via erasure coding [27,
36]. Note that data deduplication is performed at the segment level,
and data blocks are immutable for consistency and efficient con-
current access. When a new segment is formed, new data blocks
are generated; and similarly, when a segment is deleted, all its data
blocks are deleted.

Security is reinforced by applying non-systematic [2] Reed-Solomon
codes to generate parity data blocks, which removes their seman-
tics and thus prevents the providers from inferring the original con-
tents. Assume a user enrolls N clouds, and imposes the security
requirement of preventing unauthorized access to original files if
less than Ks clouds are breached by either malicious insiders or
outside attackers (i.e., no Ks − 1 providers can recover the data),
and the reliability requirement of tolerating up to N − Kr clouds
being not accessible (i.e., at least Kr clouds are accessible). Obvi-
ously, we need to have 1 ≤ Ks ≤ Kr ≤ N . Assume a file seg-
ment is divided into k data blocks. From reliability requirement,
we need to put at least � k

Kr
� blocks (termed fair share afterwards)

to each cloud, whereas security requirement dictates that we can
put at most � k

Ks−1
� − 1 blocks (or k blocks if Ks = 1). There-

fore, we should generate a minimum of � k
Kr
�N and a maximum

of (� k
Ks−1

� − 1)N data blocks. For simplicity, we adopt non-

systematic RS codes with pre-fixed parameters, i.e., (� k
Ks
�N, k),

and generate in advance � k
Kr
�N normal parity blocks. Additional

parity blocks are called over-provisioned parity blocks. They can
be generated either in advance (consuming more memory or temp
storage) or on demand (incurring additional coding latency).

Segment X

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 5 2 6 3 7

Cloud 1 Cloud 2 Cloud 3 Cloud 4

7 8 9 10

Erasure Coding

4 89 10

Parity block (PB)

Over provisioned PB

Figure 7: Scheduling for normal parity blocks, and exploration
of faster clouds with over-provisioned parity blocks (N = 4,
k = 4, Kr = 2, Ks = 2).

6.2 Data Block Scheduling
The scheduler determines how to distribute data blocks to the

multi-cloud while fulfilling the reliability and security requirements.
In UniDrive, files are uploaded to (or downloaded from) multiple
clouds in parallel. A file is said to become available when each
of its segment has k data blocks uploaded to the multi-cloud alto-
gether; and it is said to become reliable when each cloud received
at least its fair share. We design different strategies for files to be-
come available or reliable.
Basic Upload Scheduling: The � k

Kr
�N normal parity data blocks

are scheduled in a deterministic way to achieve the reliability goal.
As multi-cloud has fluctuating network conditions as well as uncor-
related access failures, we simply schedule them evenly to all the
available clouds. This ensures other devices to have more sources
to download from in parallel. However, as clouds may have diver-
sified and varying networking performance, this even assignment
strategy is likely to end up with uneven completion time and render
idle those faster clouds, while waiting for slower clouds to com-
plete.
Over-Provisioning: To mask the performance disparity of the
underlying clouds and better leverage faster clouds, we temporar-
ily over-provision parity blocks, by continuing to send extra parity
blocks to faster clouds even if they have received their fair share.
Clearly, these over-provisioned parity blocks maximally leverage
the parallel uploading opportunities and make the network utiliza-
tion of a cloud in proportion to its performance. This not only
ensures quicker availability of files, but also helps to accelerate the
downloading as they are likely to be faster clouds in the download
time and they have more blocks to supply. Figure 7 depicts the
process where the normal and over-provisioned parity blocks are
in green and yellow colors, respectively. In the figure, the slower
Cloud 1 and 4 received only the fair share of 2 blocks while the
faster Cloud 2 and 3 received additional over-provisioned parity
blocks besides their fair share.

Over-provisioned parity blocks are not scheduled in advance.
Rather, they are assigned on the fly to those clouds finished trans-
ferring their fair share. The over-provisioning process will stop
when the slowest cloud finishes uploading its fair share or when
the maximally allowed blocks (due to security requirement) are
transferred. Since a faster cloud becomes “unavailable” for upload
when its storage quota is used up, over-provisioned parity blocks
will be cleaned to reclaim storage space when the corresponding
file is sync’ed to all devices.
Dynamic Scheduling for Batch Uploading: When performing
batch uploading, data blocks are scheduled following a two-phase
– availability-first, reliability-second – principle. That is, when



a file becomes available (to the multi-cloud), all networking re-
sources are immediately assigned to the next file. Only when all
files become available, we then start to transfer blocks to fulfill the
reliability requirement to those clouds that have not received their
fair shares. Note that over-provisioned parity blocks may be used,
as described above. Whenever a block is successfully uploaded
or downloaded, it notifies the scheduler via callbacks (to update
the Cloud-ID field in the metadata). The scheduler hence tracks
the progress of each file transfer. Evidently, this principle ensures
all files become available in the shortest time. It weighs more the
availability of all files over the reliability of a portion of files. The
rationale lies in the fact that people often want to get files uploaded
or sync’ed as soon as possible.
Dynamic Scheduling for Download: Only k data blocks are
needed to recover an original file segment, no matter they are nor-
mal or over-provisioned parity blocks, from whichever clouds. Thus,
the download scheduling is simple: eligible clouds (i.e., those have
data to supply, as indicated by the Cloud-ID field) are kept sorted
according to their connection speed; and then request of the next
block is always assigned to the idle connection of the fastest clouds.
This not only considers the transient performance of each cloud,
but also benefits from over-provisioning as faster clouds are likely
to contribute more blocks for downloading besides their fair share.
When k blocks are downloaded, all networking resources are as-
signed to the next file.
In-Channel Bandwidth Probing: Essentially, we intend to put
the next uploading or downloading request to the fastest available
cloud. Instead of betting on predicting which clouds are faster or
via explicit probing that would incur overheads and latency, we em-
ploy a simple yet effective in-channel bandwidth probing scheme
that uses the last transmission as probes. Concretely, we moni-
tor the throughput of all the currently transferred data blocks to
each cloud, compute the average per-connection throughput of all
clouds and sort them accordingly. We use average per-connection
throughput instead of average throughput due to multiple concur-
rent HTTP(s) connections to the same cloud and the scheduling is
done on a per-block basis.
Adding or Removing CCSs: A user may add or remove CCSs.
This can be effectively handled in UniDrive as the client has a full
copy of all the files. It only needs to rebalance the content distribu-
tion to fulfil the reliability and security requirement (no more than
allowed blocks will ever be stored). In particular, to remove a CCS,
we only need to redistribute its fair share (i.e., normal parity data
blocks identifiable from the metadata) to other available CCSs. To
add a CCS, its fair share is first calculated and then uploaded. Other
CCSs’ fair share are updated simply by deleting some data blocks.

7. EXPERIMENTS AND REAL-WORLD
TRIALS

Implementation: We have implemented UniDrive as an app on
Windows platform with over 40,000 lines of C# codes (over 7,000
lines for the core logic). Its most recent release is available at
https://code.google.com/p/unidrive-hust/. The
system is decoupled into three layers: the cloud interface layer, the
core layer and the local interface layer. At the back-end, the cloud
interface layer hides the complexity of managing the underlying di-
verse CCSs by abstracting each CCS as a storage cloud object with
five basic file access interfaces (i.e., upload, download, create, list
and delete). The core layer implements all the control plane and
data plane logic and carries out file synchronization. It realizes the
sync logic using priority queuing (a high priority and a low priority
queue for each cloud) and uses multi-threaded file transfer to each

cloud to make good use of the available bandwidth. The local inter-
face layer not only monitors changes in sync folders via local file
system interface, but also provides a unified GUI for multi-cloud
configuration and management.
Evaluation Overview: In UniDrive, data security requirement is
guaranteed by storing no more than allowed data blocks on each
cloud and is always met. Therefore, we focus our experimental
evaluation on the networking performance, overhead and reliabil-
ity. The same set of five commercial CCSs as in our measurement
study (Section 3.2) are employed. Their native apps are deployed
on 7 geographically distributed Amazon EC2 instances covering
6 countries (U.S., Brazil, Ireland, Singapore, Japan and Australia)
across 5 continents. Each instance is running Windows Server 2012
with a single “virtual CPU” and 1.7 GB memory, which is sufficient
for hosting these client applications. AWS is used instead of Plan-
etLab because most official native CCS apps do not support Linux
platform. Since standard benchmark tool like SPEC SFS 2014 [1]
for measuring file server throughput and response time are not quite
suitable for CCS, we draw lessons from previous CCS measure-
ment works [13,14] and devise our own evaluation methodology to
comprehensively compare different performance metrics of these
CCS apps. Note that, without access to native APIs of those CCSs,
we infer their performance by capturing their network traffic (using
Wireshark) and analyzing the traces. We also measure UniDrive’s
real-world performance from traces of 272 pilot users worldwide.

7.1 Experimental Setup
Approaches in Comparison: In addition to official native apps of
commercial CCSs, we also compare UniDrive against an intuitive
multi-cloud solution where a file is chunked into blocks and uni-
formly distributed to the local sync folders of CCSs’ native apps
(i.e., using their own proprietary sync logic), and a multi-cloud
benchmark which resembles traditional multi-cloud solutions like
RACS and DepSky, i.e., without over-provisioning and dynamic
scheduling but still uniformly distributes parity data blocks to the
multi-cloud with reliability and security features. This is to ver-
ify the effectiveness of the performance enhancing techniques in
UniDrive.
System Metrics: The major performance metrics we are inter-
ested in are the upload/download time and also end-to-end sync
time. We focus on the available time, i.e., the time it takes for a
file to become available to the user. Another metric to examine is
the system overhead of UniDrive, which is defined as the ratio of
additional network traffic to the actual sync’ed data size.
Parameter Configurations: Given that we have 5 clouds, we set
Kr = 3 and Ks = 2 for moderate reliability and security require-
ment. We note that the performance of UniDrive will be better
if smaller Kr and Ks are specified. We set segment size θ to 4
MB and k to 3 so that the final block size is around 1-2 MB, which
strikes a good balance between throughput and failure rate (see Sec-
tion 3.2). Different CCSs’ native apps allow different numbers of
concurrent connections, e.g., Dropbox allows 8 connections while
OneDrive allows only 2. We use up to 5 connections to each cloud
for fair comparisons.

7.2 Evaluation Results
Micro-benchmark: We begin by measuring the upload and down-
load time of files with different sizes. Considering the spatial and
temporal variations in network condition, we follow the similar
methodology as in Section 3.2. We focus on comparing networking
performance, and only account for successful upload/download op-
erations. While single CCS experiences availability issues during
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Figure 8: Average time to transfer 32 MB file to/from different CCSs.
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Figure 9: Average time to transfer different sized files, on Virginia node.
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Figure 10: Hourly variation in a day, transferring 32 MB file (Virginia).

our experiments4, UniDrive always completes the operation due to
its multi-cloud design.

Figure 8 shows the average time (with min/max value, plotted in
log scale) each CCS app and UniDrive take to upload or download
a 32 MB file (with randomly generated contents to avoid dedu-
plication and transfer suppression of segments) on geographically
distributed EC2 nodes. We see that UniDrive achieves the best per-
formance. Compared to the respective fastest CCS at each loca-
tion, UniDrive improves the upload and download time by 2.64×
and 1.49×, respectively. The improvement over the multi-cloud
benchmark is about 1.5×, which indicates the effectiveness of over-
provisioning and dynamic scheduling. In addition, UniDrive is
the most stable one: the gap between min and max time is much
smaller for all locations. We notice that some CCSs’ performance
is very poor, e.g., the two CCSs from China are not even accessi-
ble from certain locations. In the rest, we only compare against the
three U.S. CCSs.

4OneDrive is found to be inaccessible on Virginia node for a whole
day on December 20, 2013

Results for different file sizes are plotted in Figure 9 for the EC2
node in Virginia. We see that UniDrive and even the multi-cloud
benchmark outperform all native CCS apps for almost all file sizes.
Same phenomenon is observed on other EC2 nodes. Figure 10 fur-
ther compares the performance variation of UniDrive and OneDrive
(the fastest CCS there) for repeatedly uploading/downloading a 32
MB file during a one day period on the Virginia node. We can
clearly see that UniDrive achieves a higher and more stable net-
working performance over time, whereas OneDrive varies signif-
icantly. We notice that while UniDrive still remains the best for
the download, the performance improvement is not as good as the
upload. We found the reason being that the downlink bandwidth is
capped to 40 Mbps on our rented VMs.
End-to-End Time for Batch Sync: We continue to measure the
sync performance for batch file sync. We conduct many experi-
ments on different file sizes and file quantities, and report the rep-
resentative results on syncing a large number of small files (100 ×
1 MB). Again, we have created random content to avoid segment
deduplication.
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Figure 11: End-to-end sync time for batch file sync across EC2
nodes.
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Figure 12: Cumulative plot of # of sync’ed files over time (Vir-
ginia).
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Figure 13: Metadata sync traffic.
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Figure 14: Availability and download performance under dif-
ferent numbers (n) of unavailable clouds.

Figure 11 shows the average and min/max end-to-end (from each
uploading node to all the rest 6 downloading nodes) sync time
for a batch of 100 × 1 MB files. From the figure, we observe:
firstly, huge performance disparities can be found between differ-
ent CCSs and among different clients of the same CCS, due to their
different application protocol designs and network conditions. Sec-
ondly, UniDrive always achieves best and consistent performance
across all nodes. More concretely, the average (across all loca-
tions) sync time speedups of UniDrive, compared with the top 3
fastest CCSs at each location are 1.33×, 1.61× and 1.75×, respec-
tively. Thirdly, the multi-cloud benchmark achieves a medium level
of performance thanks to the aggregation of multiple clouds via era-
sure coding and parallel file transfer; whereas the intuitive multi-
cloud solution usually experiences the longest average sync time as
its performance is dominated by the slowest CCS. Finally, there is
a huge performance gap (1.4× on average) between UniDrive and
the multi-cloud benchmark, as compared to Figure 8 and Figure 9.
This confirms the effectiveness of data block over-provisioning and
dynamic scheduling techniques.
Stability and File Available Rate: Recall that dynamic schedul-
ing follows the availability-first and reliability-second principle, we
take a closer look at its effect by inspecting the number of sync’ed
files over time. Figure 12 plots the cumulative number of sync’ed
files along the time when syncing from Oregon node to the Virginia
node. We can see that UniDrive readies the files at a fast and steady
speed. The curves of different solutions have varying slopes and
may cross each other, indicating their varying performance during
the batch sync. The almost constant slope of UniDrive curve in-
dicates a stable performance. We further examine the variation of
average sync time across different locations for all solutions. Ta-
ble 2 shows the variance of average sync time in seconds over 7
EC2 nodes. We see that UniDrive is remarkably more stable (by
several folds) than any single CCS.
System Overhead: The system overhead is resulted from using
Web APIs (i.e., HTTP(s) connections), and the sync traffic of meta-
data. We compare the overhead of all solutions, using the captured

Table 2: Variance of average sync time across locations
Dropbox OneDrive GoogleDr. UniDrive

Variance 134.2 140.9 558.0 33.1

traces in the batch sync experiments described above. The results
are shown in Table 3. We see that UniDrive has a similar network
overhead (around 1%) as that of most native apps. The intuitive
solution incurs the highest network overhead as it involves all the
5 CCSs for each file sync. UniDrive also involves 5 CCSs but the
overhead is suppressed with Delta-sync and the use of small version
file for the cloud update check. We further conduct experiments to
examine the effectiveness of Delta-sync in detail. We use UniDrive
to sync a total number of 1024 × 100 KB files, one after another
at every minute, and measure original metadata size at the sending
Oregon node and the actual metadata traffic (after Delta-sync) at the
receiving Virginia node. Figure 13 shows the results. We can see
that the metadata size grows linearly with the number of updated
files. With Delta-sync, the metadata traffic is drastically reduced,
by a factor of 13.1 from 74.7 KB to 5.7 KB, including some sparse
peaks corresponding to the transfer of new base files when the delta
is merged.

Table 3: Overall sync overhead
Dropbox OneDrive GoogleDr. BaiduPCS

Overhead(%) 7.07 2.04 1.89 0.70
DBank Intuitive Benchmark UniDrive

Overhead(%) 0.96 14.93 1.01 1.04

Reliability: Complete CCS outage, though is rare, does happen
from time to time. To test the reliability of UniDrive and to study
the impact on the networking performance, we emulate service out-
age by randomly disabling n (n ∈ [0, 4]) of all the five CCSs. We
pre-upload a 32 MB file to multi-cloud with the reliability require-
ment fulfilled. We then repeatedly download the file on the Tokyo
node every 5 minutes for 12 times for a specific n. Figure 14 shows
the result. As expected, UniDrive achieves the desired reliability
and security, i.e., unable to restore file content when only one CCS
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Figure 15: Average upload throughput of UniDrive at different
locations.
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Figure 16: Daily average upload throughput of UniDrive for
medium sized files over one week.

is available (n = 4), since Ks is set to 2. Interestingly, we found
that the over-provisioning strategy may also contribute to reliabil-
ity. We set Kr = 3, but the content can still be restored when
only 2 CCSs are available (i.e., n = 3).5 Figure 14 further shows
the impact of the failure of CCSs on the downloading speed: with
fewer CCSs available, the performance drops and is more heavily
impaired by the slower CCSs.

7.3 Real World Usage
Deployment Statistics: We advertise UniDrive to CCS users
with different backgrounds (thus under different network condi-
tions, e.g., residential network, universities, companies), and col-
lect traces from 272 users worldwide. Results from reverse IP
lookup reveal that the installed devices spread over 21 sites across
America, Europe, Asia and Australia. Over 500 GB data consisting
of 96,982 files, of which more than a half are documents (28.3%)
and multimedia contents (30.5%), are uploaded to the multi-cloud
using UniDrive. The total volume of metadata traffic is reduced
from 3,955 MB to 141 MB via Delta-sync.
System Performance: During the user trial, the success rate of
the Web API requests from the underlying storage cloud objects
is only 82.5% (much worse than the results from PlanetLab experi-
ment in Section 3.2), while UniDrive still achieves a high reliability
of 98.4% in terms of each complete file upload and download op-
erations. Since not every user is using all the 5 clouds (some may
use only 3 clouds), the 1.6% failed operations occur when API calls
from more than N−3 clouds fail at the same time. However, all file
operations will eventually complete when at least 3 clouds become
available. Figure 15 shows the average network throughput (plotted
in log scale) of file uploading at different geo-locations, grouped by
file size range. Results for downloading are omitted since they ex-
hibit similar phenomena. Figure 16 shows a close-up to reveal more
temporal performance: it plots the daily average upload throughput
for medium sized files (ranging from 100 KB to 1 MB) collected
over a one week period from Sept. 14 to Sept. 20, 2014. To avoid
being overly busy, we show only the performance at 4 locations.
From these two figures, we observe that the throughputs at differ-
ent locations are very close to each other within each given file
size range, and that the performance is also stable in temporal di-
mension. These results confirm that UniDrive delivers consistent
access experience across different geo-locations and over time. We
also see that larger files achieve higher and more stable networking
performance than smaller ones (below 100 KB) due to long (setup)
latency in the underlying Web APIs, which is consistent with our
experiments on EC2. UniDrive achieves an average throughput of
over 10 Mbps for files above 1 MB at almost all locations.

5In this particular case, one CCS is much slower than the rest four.
When it achieves its fair share, all other CCSs are over-provisioned.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we conduct online user survey and global mea-

surement study on five representative consumer cloud storage ser-
vices, revealing their potential issues and diversified networking
performance. These insights motivate the design and implemen-
tation of UniDrive, a CCS app that delivers superior networking
performance in the multi-cloud, while avoiding the reliability and
security risks of using a single cloud. UniDrive enhances relia-
bility and security via careful placement of partial contents to dif-
ferent clouds. A suite of networking performance enhancing tech-
niques, including block over-provisioning and dynamic scheduling
with in-channel probing, are proposed to mask network fluctua-
tions and boost networking performance by maximizing parallel
transfer opportunities and exploiting more the faster clouds. Ex-
tensive experiments and real-world trials across geographically dis-
tributed locations demonstrate that UniDrive produces much im-
proved and consistent sync performance. Although some of the
individual techniques we use are not technically all that novel or
surprising, the combination of the whole is interesting, deep, and
non-trivial enough to make UniDrive a solid system overall. We
gain the insight that, through a careful design, using a few simple
public RESTful Web APIs of multiple CCSs can indeed outper-
form native CCS apps that use advanced private APIs, in addition
to enhanced reliability and security.
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